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Abstract: We study the stability of extra dimensions in string gas cosmology at
late times. Vacuum energy and, interestingly, baryons lead to decompactification
after they become dynamically important. The string gas can stabilise the effect
of baryons, but not that of vacuum energy. However, we find that the interplay of
baryons and strings can lead to acceleration in the visible dimensions, without the
need for vacuum energy.
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1. Introduction
String gas cosmology (SGC) [1–29] (see [29] for an introductory overview and a
more comprehensive list of references) is a cosmological scenario motivated by string
theory. In SGC, unlike in most applications of string theory, all spatial dimensions
are treated on an equal footing: they are all compactified and start out small, and
filled with a hot gas of branes of all allowed dimensionalities. Also in contrast to most
higher-dimensional proposals, SGC aims to explain not only why some dimensions
are hidden, but also why the number of visible dimensions is three (see [30, 31] for
other proposals along the same lines).
In the simplest versions of SGC there are nine spatial dimensions compactified
on tori, all with initial sizes near the self-dual radius
√
α′ ≡ ls. The branes can wind
around the tori. The energy of the winding modes increases with expansion due to
the tension of the branes, and this resists expansion. As the universe expands and
cools down, winding and anti-winding modes annihilate, allowing further expansion.
A simple counting argument suggests that p-branes and their anti-branes cannot find
each other to annihilate in more than 2p + 1 spatial dimensions, so at most 2p + 1
dimensions can become large. For p = 1, corresponding to strings, this is three
spatial dimensions. (Some quantitative studies of brane gases have cast doubt on
this qualitative argument, see [4, 9, 10, 13, 19, 20] for different analyses.)
It has been shown [15,23] that strings winding around the extra dimensions can
stabilise them at the self-dual radius in the radiation dominated early universe while
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the visible dimensions expand, even when the dilaton is stabilised (see also [1, 12,
18, 21, 24, 26, 28]). However, it was noted that the extra dimensions decompactify1
if the universe is dominated by four-dimensional dark matter (a problem discussed
early on in [1, 32]). It was concluded that ordinary dark matter has to be replaced
by extra-dimensional dark matter (strings winding around the extra dimensions) to
obtain viable late-time cosmology.
We take a closer look at late-time cosmology and decompactification. We note
that even if dark matter is extra-dimensional, ordinary baryons will destabilise the
extra dimensions after they become dynamically important. However, we find that
the strings which stabilise the extra dimensions during the radiation dominated era
can counter the destabilising push of four-dimensional pressureless matter, whether
it is baryons or dark matter. The competition between the push of dust and the pull
of strings cannot make the extra dimensions static, but it can lead to oscillations
around the self-dual radius with decreasing amplitude, so that the extra dimen-
sions can be regarded as effectively stabilised. Like dust, vacuum energy will lead
to decompactification, but the strings cannot help there. However, we discover a
possibility for obtaining acceleration without any extra dark energy component: the
oscillations induced by dust and strings can involve transitions between decelera-
tion and acceleration, even when the energy density of the universe is dominated by
matter.
In section 2 we present the calculation of destabilisation by baryons and sta-
bilisation by strings. We then show how the vacuum energy destabilises the extra
dimensions and how the competition between four-dimensional matter and strings
can lead to acceleration. In section 3 we discuss the relation to observations and
summarise our results.
2. Dark energy and decompactification
2.1 Set-up
The metric and the equation of motion. We will consider a ten-dimensional
spacetime, with all nine spatial directions compactified on tori2. Six of the dimensions
remain small, while three are large. We take the metric to be the simplest generali-
sation of the spatially flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe, homogeneous and
1We use the word ’decompactify’ in the common, technically incorrect, sense of becoming macro-
scopically large. No change of topology is implied, and all spatial dimensions remain compact at
all times.
2The important part about the topology is that it must have one-cycles for strings to wind
around. For discussion of more complex compactifications, see [6, 7].
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separately isotropic in the visible and the extra dimensions:
ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2
3∑
i=1
dxidxi + b(t)2
6∑
j=1
dxjdxj , (2.1)
where i = 1 . . . 3 labels the visible dimensions and j = 1 . . . 6 labels the extra dimen-
sions. Our convention is that for the small dimensions the value b = 1 corresponds to
extra dimensions at the self-dual radius ls. For the three large dimensions, we make
the more convenient choice of a = 1 corresponding to the Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
(BBN) era, specifically, to the time when ρm/ργ = 10
−6 (and ργ ∼(MeV)4).
We are interested in late-time behaviour, so we assume that the dilaton has been
stabilised in a way that leaves the equation of motion of the metric unconstrained,
so that it reduces to the Einstein equation (see [18, 21, 24, 26, 28])
Gµν = κ
2Tµν , (2.2)
where Gµν is the Einstein tensor, κ
2 is the 10-dimensional gravitational coupling and
Tµν is the energy-momentum tensor (we lump the cosmological constant together
with vacuum energy as part of the energy-momentum tensor).
Given the symmetries of the metric (2.1), the energy-momentum tensor has the
form
T µν = diag(−ρ(t), p(t), p(t), p(t), P (t), P (t), P (t), P (t), P (t), P (t)) . (2.3)
With (2.1) and (2.3), the Einstein equation (2.2) reads
κ2ρ = 3H2a + 18HaHb + 15H
2
b (2.4)
a¨
a
= −1
6
κ2(ρ+ 3p)− 3
8
κ2(ρ− 3p+ 2P ) + 6HaHb + 10H2b (2.5)
κ2(ρ− 3p+ 2P ) = 8 b¨
b
+ 24HaHb + 40H
2
b , (2.6)
where Ha ≡ a˙/a is the expansion rate of the three visible dimensions and Hb ≡ b˙/b
is the expansion rate of the six extra dimensions.
When the extra dimensions are static, Hb = 0, we recover the usual FRW equa-
tions in the visible directions. In order to have Hb = 0, the driving term of b must
vanish, ρ− 3p+ 2P = 0.
The matter content. We will consider six kinds of matter. Ordinary four-
dimensional radiation (γ), ordinary four-dimensional matter, also called dust (d),
(consisting of baryons (b) and cold dark matter (cdm)) and vacuum energy (Λ) con-
tribute to the energy-momentum tensor (2.2) with
ργ = ργ,ina
−4b−6 , pγ =
1
3
ργ , Pγ = 0 (2.7)
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ρb = ρb,ina
−3b−6 , pb = 0 , Pb = 0 (2.8)
ρcdm = ρcdm,ina
−3b−6 , pcdm = 0 , Pcdm = 0 (2.9)
ρΛ = −pΛ = −PΛ , (2.10)
extra-dimensional dark matter (edm) obeys
ρedm = ρedm,ina
−3b−3 , pedm = 0 , Pedm = −1
2
ρedm , (2.11)
and finally, the string gas (s) has
ρs = M
−1ρs,ina
−3b−6
√
M2a−2 + b−2 + b2 − 2 (2.12)
ps =
1
3
M2a−2
M2a−2 + b−2 + b2 − 2ρs (2.13)
Ps =
1
6
b−2 − b2
M2a−2 + b−2 + b2 − 2ρs , (2.14)
where the subscript in refers to the initial values, andM is the average initial energy
of a string (due to momentum in the visible directions) in units of the string length
ls. (See [15, 23] regarding the extra-dimensional dark matter, and the appendix for
the derivation of the string gas energy-momentum tensor.)
Baryons and dark matter, both cdm and edm, are always pressureless in the
three large dimensions and will be collectively called matter (m), ρm ≡ ρb + ρcdm +
ρedm. Four-dimensional matter, composed of baryons and cold dark matter, will be
collectively called dust, ρd ≡ ρb + ρcdm. We introduce the dust fraction fd ≡ ρd/ρm
to measure how much of the matter is four-dimensional. If all dark matter is extra-
dimensional, fd = fb ≡ ρb/ρm, and if all dark matter is four-dimensional, fd = 1. In
principle, we could also have a mixture of cdm and edm, 1 > fd > fb.
2.2 Dust and strings
Destabilising dust. We are interested in how the size of the extra dimensions
behaves in the late-time universe, starting from the radiation dominated era, evolving
to being dominated by dust and finally by vacuum energy.
When the universe is radiation dominated, the stability condition ρ− 3p+ 2P = 0
is satisfied, and the extra dimensions stay at the self-dual radius, b = 1. When
dust becomes important, the driving term ρ − 3p + 2P becomes positive and b
grows. From the four-dimensional point of view, the expansion of the extra di-
mensions looks like a time-dependent Newton’s constant, with 8piGN = κ
2l6sb
−6. The
change of Newton’s constant from the initial value GN,in during BBN to the value
today GN0 is constrained to be GN0/GN,in = 0.98
+0.25
−0.18 (2σ limit using
4He and D
abundance, and assuming negligible neutrino chemical potential) [33], which trans-
lates into b0 = 1.00
+0.04
−0.03. This bound applies only to the final value, and does not
limit b from being large between BBN and today. Allowing for a non-negligible
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neutrino chemical potential, a combined analysis of BBN and the cosmological mi-
crowave background (CMB) leads to 1.38 > GN0/GN,in > 0.60, which translates into
1.09 > b0 > 0.95 (2σ limit using older values for
4He and D abundance) [34,35]. Us-
ing information from the CMB makes the limit more model-dependent: in particular,
the radiation degrees of freedom are assumed to be the same during BBN and at last
scattering (which is in fact not true in the string gas model). Limits from CMB,
large-scale structure and globular clusters [36] constrain the value of b between last
scattering and today, but are strongly model-dependent. Even with the limits from
BBN, we should take into account that the string gas provides additional radiation
degrees of freedom, which can either tighten or relax the bounds (depending on how
much the string gas contributes to the energy density during BBN and whether b is
larger or smaller than unity today).
One caveat concerning the above limits is that the Newton’s constant measured
on Earth is not necessarily the cosmologically relevant quantity. This is both because
the size of the extra dimensions may behave differently in regions where the visible
dimensions are expanding and in regions which have broken away from the general
expansion [37], and because the b-dependence in the Einstein equation does not
factorise for all forms of matter. The latter point simply expresses the fact that the
division between energy density and Newton’s constant is one of convention3 (see [38]
for discussion).
In [15, 23] it was concluded that because four-dimensional dark matter desta-
bilises the extra dimensions, dark matter in SGC has to be extra-dimensional, i.e. if
the pressure in the visible directions is zero, the pressure in the extra directions has
to be negative to keep b static. Strings with winding around (but no momentum in)
the extra dimensions were suggested as a dark matter candidate satisfying pedm = 0,
Pedm = −12ρedm, as listed in (2.11), so that ρedm − 3pedm + 2Pedm = 0.
However, even if all dark matter was extra-dimensional, there would still be the
four-dimensional baryons (as well as vacuum energy, which we discuss in section 2.3),
with pb = Pb = 0, to destabilise the extra dimensions. Note that while the extra-
dimensional dark matter does not destabilise the extra dimensions, neither does it
help to stabilise them. Figure 1 shows the evolution of a model with baryons and
extra-dimensional dark matter (no vacuum energy). In this case the dust fraction
is just the baryon fraction, which we take to initially be fd = fb = 0.17 (since
ρb/ρedm ∝ b−3, the baryon fraction evolves with time). The extra dimensions start
growing logarithmically after baryons become dynamically important. The size of the
extra dimensions today (taken to be at 13.7 billion years, marked with the vertical
line) is b0 = 1.3, far in excess of the limits quoted above. However, the growth of the
3For example, ρedm ∝ b−3 in (2.11), so we could say that the effective four-dimensional gravita-
tional coupling of the extra-dimensional matter goes like b−3, in contrast to the b−6 behaviour of
ordinary matter. Alternatively, we could say that the gravitational coupling is the standard one,
but the energy density has an additional factor of b3.
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Figure 1: Density parameters Ωi ≡ κ2ρi/(3H2a) (top left), the size of the extra dimensions
and Newton’s constant (top right), expansion rate of the large dimensions (H4D is the
Hubble parameter in the usual four-dimensional case) (bottom left) and the expansion rate
of the extra dimensions (bottom right). All dark matter is extra-dimensional (fd = fb =
0.17) and there is no vacuum energy. The vertical line marks the present time t0 = 13.7
Gyr.
extra dimensions due to baryons can be checked by the same gas of strings which
stabilises the extra dimensions in the early universe.
Stabilising strings. The mechanism for driving the extra dimensions to the self-
dual radius relies on a gas of strings having momentum and winding around the
extra dimensions. The contribution of the string gas to the driving term of b is, from
(2.12)–(2.14),
ρs − 3ps + 2Ps = 2
3
2b−2 + b2 − 3
M2a−2 + b−2 + b2 − 2ρs . (2.15)
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Figure 2: The model of Figure 1, with fd = 0.17, now with stabilizing strings added. The
initial density of the strings is Ωs,in = 10
−3 and M = 588.
During the radiation dominated era the extra dimensions remain static at b = 1,
and the stabilising strings behave like four-dimensional radiation4, as (2.12)-(2.14)
show, so their contribution to the driving term is zero. As the contribution of baryons
to the driving term becomes important and pushes b up, the string contribution (2.15)
becomes negative and tries to drive b downward (should b dip below 1, the string
contribution will change sign and push b back up).
Two observations may be made about the stabilisation mechanism. First, b =
√
2
is a point of no return. If b grows beyond
√
2, the string contribution to the driving
term becomes positive, so there is nothing to stop further expansion and the extra
dimensions will decompactify. Second, there is no static solution for b. If the strings
4Their initial density is thus constrained by the limit on additional radiation degrees of freedom
during BBN: Ωs,in < 0.20 with zero neutrino chemical potential [33], Ωs,in < 0.40 with a non-zero
neutrino chemical potential [34] (both 2σ limits).
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drive the extra dimensions back to the self-dual radius, baryons will destabilise them
again. The extra dimensions either grow indefinitely or oscillate around the self-dual
radius, but they cannot remain fixed at the self-dual radius.
Figure 2 shows the same model as before, with extra-dimensional dark matter
and baryons (and no vacuum energy), but now with stabilising strings added. As
expected, b oscillates near the self-dual radius, with a decreasing amplitude. Note
that the strings can effectively stabilise the extra dimensions against the destabilising
effect of baryons even when the contribution of strings to the total energy density is
negligible (of the order 10−3 or less) throughout.
With regard to the dynamics of the extra dimensions, there is no difference
between four-dimensional baryons and four-dimensional dark matter. So, the string
gas can cure the destabilising effects of cold dark matter as well. Figure 3 shows the
same model as before, but with extra-dimensional dark matter replaced with cold
dark matter. Though the destabilisation is stronger than in the case with extra-
dimensional dark matter, qualitatively the behaviour is the same as before.
Requiring that the strings turn the driving term of b negative before the point
of no return at b =
√
2 leads to the limit
M−1ρs,in
ρm,in
>
3
2
fd . (2.16)
This limit is a necessary condition for stabilisation: unless (2.16) satisfied, the string
gas contribution is too weak to overcome the baryons, and the extra dimensions will
decompactify. However, it is not a sufficient condition, because if the driving term
becomes negative too close to the point of no return, there isn’t enough time to turn
b around.
It may seem paradoxical in (2.16) that the strength of the stabilisation increases
with decreasing initial string energy M . The reason is that, for a constant energy
density, smaller energy means larger number density. When b is displaced from
the self-dual radius, the energy that the extra-dimensional momentum and winding
modes of a single string contribute is a fraction of the string scale l−1s , and does not
depend on M . So, the stabilising contribution is proportional to the number density
of strings and independent of their initial energy density.
To summarise, we find that SGC with cold dark matter can produce a matter-
dominated era in agreement with observations, in contrast to the conclusion of [15,
23]. The same strings which stabilise the extra dimensions in the early universe can
effectively stabilise them during the matter dominated era. Extra-dimensional dark
matter then seems like an unnecessary complication. Having observed that dust
poses no problem for late-time cosmology, we now take a look at vacuum energy,
and discuss the relation between accelerated expansion of the visible dimensions and
destabilisation of the extra dimensions.
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Figure 3: The same model as in Figure 2, but now with cold dark matter instead of
extra-dimensional dark matter, fd = 1.
2.3 Destabilisation and acceleration
Vacuum energy. Vacuum energy obeys the equation of state pΛ = PΛ = −ρΛ,
so its contribution to the driving term is positive and will decompactify the extra
dimensions. Figure 4 shows the evolution of a model with dust (fd = 1) and vacuum
energy in the ’concordance’ proportions, and the same string gas as in Figure 1. (We
take the ’concordance model’ values Ωm = 0.27, ΩΛ = 0.73 at 13.7 billion years [39]
and extrapolate back to the BBN era when we give our initial conditions.)
The initial small oscillations ofHa andHb are due to the interplay of dust and the
string gas, and are the same as seen in Figure 3. When vacuum energy becomes im-
portant, b starts growing exponentially and the visible and extra dimensions rapidly
isotropise as they undergo exponential inflation, in agreement with the no-hair con-
jecture [40]. As in the case of baryons, the growth of b can in principle be used to rule
the model out. For the concordance values, we have b0 = 1.06 today, inside the 2σ
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Figure 4: A model with ’concordance’ proportions of dust (fd = 1) and vacuum energy,
and the same stabilising strings as in Figures 2 and 3.
limit from BBN (when allowing for a neutrino chemical potential). Tighter bounds
on the electron neutrino chemical potential, a larger age of the universe (or perhaps
simply redoing the neutrino chemical potential analysis of [34] with the updated
abundances in [33]) could rule the model out.
In contrast to the gentle push from baryons which led to logarithmic growth of b,
the dramatic destabilisation due to vacuum energy cannot be prevented by the string
gas. In fact, destabilisation of the extra dimensions is a general feature of acceleration
of the visible dimensions. Assuming that the extra dimensions are static implies
ρ− 3p+ 2P = 0. Acceleration in the visible dimensions then requires ρ + 3p < 0,
which leads to ρ + P < 0. So, acceleration implies that the extra dimensions are
dynamical or the null energy condition is violated or both. This is in agreement with
the observation in [23] that a period of scalar-field driven inflation would destabilise
the extra dimensions. (For discussion of inflation in SGC, see [11, 17, 22, 25].)
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Figure 5: An accelerating model with dust (fd = 1) and strings (Ωs,in = 0.40, M =
158 730).
It might seem that SGC is under stringent constraints due to the change in
b implied by acceleration5, and that it would be ruled out by a small tightening
of the bounds – at least in the simplest setting where the extra dimensions are
toroidal, isotropic, spatially flat and stabilised by the string gas (changing vacuum
energy to a dark energy model with more parameters could also allow some breathing
room). However, there is a surprising way out: though the stabilising strings cannot
prevent decompactification in the case of vacuum energy, they can lead to acceleration
without decompactification in the absence of vacuum energy (though this will turn
out to involve violating the null energy condition).
Dust. Acceleration leads to destabilisation of the extra dimensions, so we can ask
whether it is possible to obtain acceleration as a result of destabilising the extra
5Unless observations could be fitted without acceleration, see [41] for an interesting suggestion
and also [42].
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Figure 6: The deceleration parameter (top left), the expansion rate of the visible di-
mensions with regard to age (top right), pressure in the visible dimensions (bottom left),
pressure in the extra dimensions (bottom right). The model is the same as in Figure 5.
dimensions, rather than vice versa. Let us assume that the vacuum energy is zero.
As dust becomes dynamically important, it will push the extra dimensions to expand.
The stabilising strings will pull the extra dimensions back and will eventually turn
b around (if their number density is large enough). The acceleration equation (2.5)
shows that a negative driving term for b contributes positively to the acceleration
of a, suggesting that a collapsing extra dimension could lead to acceleration. There
is also a negative contribution to the acceleration from the terms involving Hb (for
|Hb| < 3/5Ha), so it is not immediately clear what will happen.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of a model with baryons, cold dark matter (fd = 1)
and stabilising strings. As in Figures 2 and 3, the strings can have a major impact on
the dynamics even when their contribution to the total energy density is negligible
(ρs/ρ < 10
−2 today). First the extra dimensions open up and the expansion rate
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of the visible dimensions slows down (relative to the 4D case). When the extra
dimensions turn around, the expansion rate of the visible dimensions speeds up as
b collapses, and reaches a maximum at the minimum value of Hb. As b dips below
1, the strings rapidly bounce it back, and b starts oscillating around the self-dual
radius as in Figures 2 and 3. The amplitude of the oscillations decreases rapidly,
and today we have b0 = 1.002, within the observational limits (even when also
taking the contribution of the string energy density into account). However, now the
oscillations also involve going back and forth between acceleration and deceleration.
The deceleration parameter q = −a¨/a/H2a is shown in the top left panel of Figure 6.
Not only can the string gas stabilise the extra dimensions in the matter-dominated
era, but it can also lead to late-time acceleration in the process. This seems par-
ticularly noteworthy given that we have added no new ingredients to SGC, simply
taken account of the fact that baryons and cold dark matter are four-dimensional.
However, the rapidly oscillating behaviour shown in Figures 5 and 6 is quite different
from the smooth change from deceleration to acceleration in the ΛCDM model, and
we will now discuss the comparison to observations.
3. Discussion
3.1 Phenomenology
In order to compare the model to observations, one has to solve the equations (2.4)–
(2.6) with the matter content given by (2.7)–(2.14) numerically for each value of
Ωs,in, M and fd to obtain a(t) to compare with observations (and b(t) to check
it is not excluded by observations). Comparison to SNIa data would be relatively
straightforward, while comparison to CMB and large-scale structure would require
extending the equations beyond the homogeneous level to perturbation theory [14,
16,27]. We leave a thorough study of the (Ωs,in,M, fd)-parameter space and detailed
comparison to observations for later work, and only make some mostly qualitative
comments here.
Since the extra dimensions start opening up when matter becomes dynamically
important, the acceleration naturally starts only after the matter-radiation equality.
(Also, it is more difficult for oscillations to reach into the accelerating regime during
the radiation-dominated era because q is larger.) This is reminiscent of tracker
models [43], and the strings do go from behaving like radiation to behaving like
matter as the universe goes from radiation domination to matter domination, if the
growth of b is slow (as one can see from the plot of ps/ρs in the bottom left panel
of Figure 6, or by expanding (2.12) around b = 1). With regard to the coincidence
problem, the model has the same shortcoming as tracker fields: the preferred time
is shortly after the matter-radiation equality at teq ∼ 105 years, but according to
observations the acceleration starts much later, at around 10 billion years ∼ 105 teq.
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The acceleration starts as the collapse of the extra dimensions ends with b start-
ing to oscillate. So, the later b turns around from expansion from collapse, the
later the acceleration starts. The latest possible turnaround is achieved for mod-
els where b is at the limit of expanding forever instead of turning around. A large
peak value of b also seems to help by making the end of the collapsing period vio-
lent enough that the resulting oscillations reach deep into the accelerating domain,
as required by observations (q0 ≤ −0.3 [44]). For the accelerating model shown in
Figure 5 with M = 158 730, the extra dimensions would decompactify for the value
M = 160 000, and for smaller values the acceleration would start earlier (for example,
for M = 50 000 it starts between 105 and 106 years). So, while it is natural for the
acceleration to be in the late era of cosmology, starting as late as ∼ 105 teq requires
tuning.
Another possibility could be that the oscillations have indeed started early, and
that we are not seeing the first stage of acceleration. However, in the stabilised
models we have looked at, the quantity tHa stays near the 3D matter-dominated
value 2/3 already after a few oscillations, as shown in the top right panel of Figure 6.
In other words, the periods of acceleration and periods of extra deceleration cancel
each other out. The value today t0Ha0 can be written as 1.3h× t0/(13 billion years),
where Ha0 = h 100 km/s/Mpc, which for the ’concordance’ values h = 0.71, t0 = 13.7
billion years gives 0.99. In Figure 6, the maximum value of tHa is only 0.75 at the
first oscillation, going down thereafter. Further, the minima of tHa and q coincide,
so getting a large enough tHa simultaneously with a negative enough q to match
observations is increasingly difficult for later oscillations. Even for the first transition
to acceleration it looks desirable to shift the age of the universe to optimise the fit of
q and tHa,
6 though we emphasise that we have not done a comprehensive search of
the parameter space to find the best-fitting model. Note that most parametrisations
used to fit the SNIa data would not see rapid oscillations, in which case we should
rather consider the average over oscillations (the scatter of the unbinned data points
is large, so it is not clear how well one can detect small-frequency oscillations with
the current data). If the oscillations are not too rapid to see individually in the
data, then the sharp transition to acceleration, whether it is the first or a subsequent
one, is a distinctive signature. A sharp transition is allowed, but not required, by
the current data [45–48]. Note that constraints derived for a rapid transition (see
e.g. [49]) often depend on the chosen parametrisation for the equation of state [47,48].
The values ofM we have used correspond to very high energies: the strings used
in Figures 5 and 6 have an average momentum of M ∼ 105l−1s at the BBN era. At
first sight, this may seem unnatural, since for point particles in thermal equilibrium
the number density of high-energy states goes down exponentially. However, for a
gas of strings at high energies in a compact space, the existence of winding modes
6Though see [42] regarding the observational value of the Hubble parameter.
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makes the energy concentrate in a small number of highly energetic strings [50–52],
as discussed in the appendix. It is amusing that instead of having to input an
unnaturally low energy scale for the acceleration to start late enough, as in most
dark energy models7, we need an extremely high energy scale, which arises naturally
in string thermodynamics in compact spaces.
Another parameter which seems large is the initial energy density of strings,
which we have pushed to the limit allowed by BBN bounds (to make the effect of
the strings clearer). From the limited studies of the parameter space we have done,
it seems that the minimum value of q depends on Ωs,in (unlike the strength of the
stabilisation, which depends on the number density). For fd = 1, at least Ωs,in = 0.10
still results in acceleration.
It is noteworthy that the deceleration parameter can dip below the de Sitter
value −1. Such rapid acceleration is usually associated with violation of the null
energy condition, i.e. equations of state more negative than −1. Since the departure
from matter-dominated 4D behaviour is due to both the extra dimensions and the
string gas, the apparent dark energy does not obey a simple equation of state. How-
ever, it is still true that the violation of the null energy condition by the strings is an
essential ingredient of the acceleration (it allows the strings to have a major impact
on the dynamics even when their energy density is negligible). The bottom right
panel in Figure 6 shows Ps/ρs, which reaches values of over 100 and below -720 in
the period until today. In [15,23] it was argued that the dominant energy condition
is not violated because the strings have a large momentum in the visible directions
(compared to
√
b−2 + b2 − 2 ls). The violation of the dominant and null energy con-
ditions shown in Figure 6 is indeed related to the momentum in the visible directions
becoming small compared to
√
b−2 + b2 − 2 ls, as can be seen by expanding (2.14)
around b = 1.
An interesting feature related to the violation of the null energy condition is
that ordinary matter dominates the energy density even when the universe is accel-
erating, so we could in principle have Ωtot ≈ Ωm = 0.2 . . . 0.3 today (this requires
Hb/Ha = −0.13 . . .−0.15, and is not realised in the model shown in Figures 5 and 6).
However, this does not imply spatial curvature, since the correspondence between
spatial flatness and critical density is broken by the extra-dimensional terms in the
Hubble law (2.4): Ωm ≡ κ2ρm/(3H2a) 6= ρm/ρ.
3.2 Conclusion
We have studied the stabilisation of the extra dimensions in late-time string gas
cosmology (SGC). In addition to the destabilisation by four-dimensional dark matter
noted in [15, 23], baryons will drive the extra dimensions to expand. The effect of
both baryons and four-dimensional dark matter can be checked by the string gas
7See [53] for an interesting idea for avoiding the introduction of a low energy scale.
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which has stabilised the extra dimensions in the early universe. However, vacuum
energy, or any other dark energy candidate satisfying the null energy condition, will
rapidly decompactify the extra dimensions.
We find that SGC has a built-in mechanism for producing late-time acceleration
which doesn’t decompactify the extra dimensions or require vacuum energy. The
interplay between matter pushing the extra dimensions to expand and strings reining
them in leads to oscillations around the self-dual radius. This can involve oscillations
between deceleration and acceleration, depending on the number density and energy
density of the string gas. The violation of the null energy condition by the strings
makes it possible to have acceleration even when the energy density of the universe
is dominated by ordinary matter, with Ωtot ≈ Ωm < 1, without contradicting spatial
flatness.
Showing that a matter-dominated period followed by accelerated expansion with-
out decompactification is possible may be seen as a step towards developing SGC
into a realistic model of the universe at all eras. However, it is not clear whether
the late-time acceleration produced by this mechanism can be in agreement with
observations, and we leave a detailed study of the parameter space of the model and
comparison to observations for future work.
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A. Appendix
In this appendix we derive the energy-momentum tensor of the string gas, (2.12)-
(2.14). Following [15, 23], we consider a gas of strings with winding and momentum
modes in the extra dimensions, and only momentum modes in the visible dimensions
(the winding modes in the visible dimensions are assumed to have annihilated).
Given the metric (2.1), and assuming that all dimensions are compactified on tori,
the energy of a string state is given by8
l2sE
2 = a−2
3∑
i=1
N2i +
6∑
j=1
(
b−1Nj + bWj
)2
+ 4(N − 1) , (A.1)
8In the present context, this quantity is properly called the energy rather than the mass, since
we are not looking at the states from the four-dimensional Kaluza-Klein point of view.
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where ls ≡
√
α′, the integers Ni are the momentum quantum numbers of the visible
directions, Nj ,Wj are the momentum and winding quantum numbers, respectively,
of the extra directions, the non-negative integer N is the oscillator level, and the
quantum numbers are subject to the level matching constraint N +
∑6
j=1NjWj ≥ 0.
The normalisation is such that a = b = 1 corresponds to dimensions at the self-dual
radius. In contrast to [15,23], all momenta are quantised, since we take all dimensions
to be compact (in the late universe where the visible dimensions are large and there
are no modes winding around them, this doesn’t make any difference). The validity
of (A.1) requires that a and b change slowly compared to the string scale ls (see the
appendix of [15] for details).
In [15,23], only states with vanishing contribution to the energy from the oscilla-
tor modes and the extra-dimensional momentum and winding modes at the self-dual
radius (“massless states”) were taken into account. (It was noted in [26] that in type
II superstring theory such states are removed by the GSO projection, but they are
present in heterotic string theory.) Those states which do not remain at zero energy
perturbatively near the self-dual radius were then discarded. We follow slightly dif-
ferent reasoning. Some of the states with vanishing energy at the self-dual radius (for
example, ones with α′E2 = 3b−2 + b2 − 4) become tachyonic away from the self-dual
radius. With the momenta in the visible dimensions quantised, some states even be-
come tachyonic when the extra dimensions are stabilised at the self-dual radius and
the visible dimensions expand (for example, ones with α′E2 = 2a−2 + b−2 + b2 − 4).
(Some other issues regarding the case when all momenta are quantised are discussed
in [20].) We keep only the states for which the contribution to the energy from
the oscillator modes and the extra-dimensional momentum and winding modes at
the self-dual radius vanishes, and which are never tachyonic. (The requirement of
not being tachyonic also removes the states which have zero energy at half-integer
fractions and half-integer multiples of the self-dual radius, discussed in [15].) We
are left with four sets of quantum numbers: (1) N = 1, Nj = Wj = 0 for all j, (2)
N = 1, Nj = −Wj = ±1 for one j and zero for others, (3) N = 0, Nj = Wj = ±1
for one j and zero for others and (4) N = 0, Nj1 = ±1,Wj2 = ±1 for two values of
j1 and j2 and zero for others, such that
∑6
j=1NjWj = 0. Excluding tachyonic states
leaves almost the same set of states as requiring zero energy from extra-dimensional
and oscillator modes perturbatively near the self-dual radius. (In [23], the subset
of the last category of states where j1 6= j2 for all entries were also discarded, since
they do not have zero energy when the perturbations of the extra dimensions are
anisotropic. However, with isotropic extra dimensions, there is no reason to discard
them.) The energy density of a gas of strings in states with these quantum numbers
is
ρ =
∑
states
nstate Estate
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=
∑
N
(1)
1 ,N
(1)
2 ,N
(1)
3
n
(1),N
(1)
1 N
(1)
2 N
(1)
3
√√√√ 3∑
i=1
N
(1)2
i a
−1 l−1s
+12
∑
{N
(2)
i
}
n
(2),{N
(2)
i
}
√√√√ 3∑
i=1
N
(2)2
i a
−2 + b−2 + b2 − 2 l−1s
+12
∑
{N
(3)
i
}
n
(3),{N
(3)
i
}
√√√√ 3∑
i=1
N
(3)2
i a
−2 + b−2 + b2 − 2 l−1s
+300
∑
{N
(4)
i
}
n
(4),{N
(4)
i
}
√√√√ 3∑
i=1
N
(4)2
i a
−2 + 2b−2 + 2b2 − 4 l−1s , (A.2)
where n is the number density, N
(q)
i is the momentum number in the direction i =
1, 2, 3 for a state which has oscillator and extra-dimensional momentum and winding
quantum numbers identified by q = 1, 2, 3, 4 (corresponding to the four possibilities
listed above), n
q,{N
(q)
i
}
is the number density of that state and the coefficients 12 and
300 are the multiplicities of the states.
In thermal equilibrium, the number density n
q,{N
(q)
i
}
is given by the occupation
number of the state divided by the volume of the manifold, l9sa
3b6. We ignore possible
time-dependence of the occupation numbers. The first sum in (A.2) then behaves
like four-dimensional radiation, with all terms proportional to a−1. It brings nothing
new to the analysis compared to ordinary radiation, so we neglect it. The other
terms, which include contributions from both visible and extra dimensions, are more
cumbersome. The sum does not reduce to a single term, but the various terms are
qualitatively the same, so we replace the sum with a single representative term. The
energy density and the pressures then read
ρ =
1
a3b6
ns,inl
−1
s
√
M2a−2 + b−2 + b2 − 2 (A.3)
p =
1
3
1
a3b6
ns,inl
−1
s
M2a−2√
M2a−2 + b−2 + b2 − 2 (A.4)
P =
1
6
1
a3b6
ns,inl
−1
s
b−2 − b2√
M2a−2 + b−2 + b2 − 2 , (A.5)
where M is the initial average energy of a string in units of l−1s and ns,in is the initial
number density, both at the time when a = b = 1. Identifying ns,in = ρs,in/(Ml
−1
s ),
we have (2.12)-(2.14). The absence of winding modes around the visible dimensions
allows us to rescale a and M so that a = 1 corresponds to any convenient era. We
have chosen to set a = 1 at the BBN, when ρm/ργ = 10
−6 (and ργ ∼ (MeV)4).
Instead of taking a single term, we could have averaged over the quantum num-
bers with the correct number density. The number density of strings in thermal
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equilibrium in a toroidal compact space where three dimensions grow large has been
calculated in [52] (see also [50, 51]). For high energies, the number density falls like
(energy)−1, so the relative contribution of high-energy modes to the energy density
is almost independent of their energy (this conclusion depends on all dimensions,
including the large ones, being compact and admitting one-cycles). The energy is
concentrated in a small number of highly energetic strings, which is the qualitative
picture needed for strings to cause late-time acceleration. However, the results can-
not be applied directly to the present case, since we have assumed that the modes
winding around the large dimensions have annihilated, unlike in [52]. The number
density also depends on the detailed behaviour of the early universe, particularly on
how the strings are produced and how they thermalise. It may be that the tem-
perature at which the strings are produced is too low for the distributions derived
in [50–52] to be relevant. It is also possible that the strings have never been in
thermal equilibrium, and that their number density is not determined by thermo-
dynamical arguments. For discussion of thermodynamics in string gas cosmology,
see [1, 2, 4, 10, 13, 19, 20].
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